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 La Silla Problems Report: On Going 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

10198 2.2m Feros: Calibration of the wavelength 
solution is crashing most of the times 

PSI: The main problem comes from a misalignment of the Feros 
calibration unit. So, I finally found a position of the csm that gives 
good wavelength calibration solutions, but at the expense of light 
intensity. This is not a critical problem, but clearly shows that the 

calibration unit is in rather poor shape as there is no coincidence of 
light angle and light intensity, i.e. you cannot optimize for both 

independently. 
010196 Other Domain server down Repaired by IT. To be Closed 
010108 3.6m M1 Unit: Calculated value of the axial 

pads A8 force is incorrect 
Waiting for the design and fabrication of a special tool 

010184 3.6m HARPS: A serious problem with LN2 
flexible transfer. 

To keep it open until the spares arrive to La SIlla 

10197 3.6m HARPS ADC1 failed The complete unit was sent to Paranal for repair. It was found that 
the worm gear was damaged. Spare of the worm-worm gear unit 
was sent together with new bearings. The unit was repaired and 
pre-aligned in Paranal. After installing and calibrating, the unit 
works normally. A report was issued by GLO. To be closed. 

010047 ASM Meteo stations operational issues No news 
010078 NTT NTT EFOSC2 Configuration confusion EMA will contact PLS, AGO and IKA to discuss and clarify the 

problem. 
010189 NTT TCS mswControl environment failed ASE: It could be that restarting mswControl manually produces 

environment problems. A right starting sequence must be followed 
(see Remedy). Monitoring. 

010132 Other Opslogs arriving empty in AUTREP Waiting for JUR to install the remaining ones. No news. 
 
 La Silla Problems Report: Last Week NTT 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010200 NTT Actuator #11 gives low temporal gain and random 
current when tested. 
 

The actuator was lubricated but it kept a low temporal 
gain. Further test showed that the motor set turned at a 
lower RPM while the tacho supplied a high voltage. As 
a temporally solution, the feedback resistor from tacho 
was increased to reduce the gain and thus increase 
the RPM but the motor must be replaced. LPR will be 
left open until a new motor unit is mounted. 

010199 2.2m Any users connected to the users network in 2.2 
console can not get IP addresses 

AWR:The Hub of 2.2 users is connected to the port 
labeled F2-CS-b  switch named "ls-admin-as01" on the 
port FastEthernet 1/0/20. The error count is high on the 
port (CRC errors), which could be caused by a cable or 
hub problem.  
I have spoken to Javier, and he will tomorrow change 
the Hub, and remake the cable. 

 
 
 La Silla Technical Action Points 
Telescope 
/General/ 
Safety 

Create 
Date Problem Short Description Action Status Deadline 

NTT 4/14/09 
Reflections from filters due to 
different angle from the wheel used 
at 3.6m 

Waiting for Mechanics Paranal to start the fabrication.  
Assigned 8/30/09 

NTT 20/02/10 
Heater power parameter is not 
displayed on SOFI-ICSmodule.  

See comments of U.Weilenmann and P. Sinclaire in 
the Remedy TAP New  

3.6m 11/7/09 
Define 3.6m dome open status as 
hatch#4 open and include it in 
wlsasm dome info file 

No news. Defined as low priority. 
New Not 

assigned 

General 8/18/09 
Remote control of several support 
functions (like hydraulic plants, 
HARPS LED, etc.) is not provided. 

4x ADAM modules were purchased for control. 
Another 2x were purchased for reading info 

No news 

Assigned  



General 9/13/09 
The freeze of VLT and/or MIDAS 
software with their libraries in La 
Silla and the corresponding 
hardware potential failure. 

This week, we just finished to carry out two pending 
goals: 
- virtual midas test 
- remedy + veritas 
I cmmArchived virtual midas test in our La Silla cmm 
Documents data base. 
Although this is not a document, I found safer to 
cmmArchive it there than 
as a DVD or a file anywhere. 
However I wonder how is this data base backed up. 
How to restore it if it crashes? 
We reach it thru sciops@rini.ls.eso.org. 
But I don't even know where are the files? 
We also now have an improved Night Log tool. 
It took quite some time to Ivan to install it ( from home). 
We also need to be sure it could be restored easily. 
Please tell me if you know the answers. 
If not, how define a procedure. 
Paul. 
A. Gonzalez will check and close. 

New  

General 27/1/10 
Video conference and projector 
must be installed in NOB meeting 
room 

The equipment is ready and should arrive to La Silla 
very soon. This arriving unit will be installed in the 
Hotel conference room and the one actually over there 
will be moved to the NOB meeting room. 
No news. 

Assigned 
 

General 6/4/2010 
Data handling takes quite a long 
time from day operations. According 
to PARANAL DHA, there exists  
DVD handling robots which could 
spare some time of Data handling 

PLS will investigate the advantage of such system that 
seems not to be the solution. 
To be discussed in the La Silla review 2010+ 

 
 

 
 La Silla Change Requests NTT 

CRE 
Number 

Telescope/ 
General Description Status 

 2.2m 
FEROS Calibration Unit 
Modification The unit is in Paranal for JPI assembly. 

80020-
0001 

NTT Safety Camera for NTT PR for the camera was issued and actually waiting for the camera. 

 
 

 La Silla Projects  
Telescope/ Instrument 

DESCRIPTION Action 

3.6m HARPS Sec.Guiding The unit was installed successfully and tested without major problems. A. Segovia is 
working in the final software implementation but in the mean time static test have produced 
good results. 

To finish the 
guiding 

software and 
test it 

La Silla Dust Measurements The equipment can be available for short periods since Paranal is using it periodically. Implement a 
schedule 

 
 La Silla Miscellaneous 

Item DESCRIPTION 

Emergency Check list 
working group 

The group is proceeding. A web page has been implemented to allow the follow up of all participants. 
http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/lasilla/sciops/team_only/ls2010/EMG2
010_01.html 
Final document will translated to English. 
 

 
 

Weekly Report of La Silla TMES/DNOS/SLAS 19.04.2010 – 26.04.2010  
Prepared by: AMA, PSI, BAH, ASA, JFL 

 
NTT EFOSC NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
NTT SOFI NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

22.04 PSI Checked He compressor horometer and found that it was stuck at 74200. This 
must have happened many months ago. Now we have to calculate the current time 
as the time elapsed since last reading in 2008. A new displacer will be installed 
soon by RCA from Paranal. 

 

 



NTT Telescope/Adapters/Dome/Hydraulics NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

20-21.04 AMA Installation and help for the UTRACAM instrument set up. Networking, UPS 
Instrument Powering and Instrument balancing. 

20-21.04 

19-26.10 VAO, GES Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 
22-04.10 FVA, BAH, 

AMA 
Balance ULTRACAM  

23-25.04 AMA, JFL, 
PSI 

Actuator #11 of the active Optics M1 system with a wrong behavior. Its temporal 
gain was 0 showing no movement at all. We found a burned fuse of 125ma. We 
realize that the Motor is of the new type, so we change the fuse for a 250ma. 
When we put the system on again, the temporal gain shows 1.5 that it is far from 
the rest of actuators, their normal value is 2.4 – 2.8. The unit was mechanically 
cleaned with special oil and after special grease was set. Although the mechanism 
moves smoothly now, the speed does not increase. So we look at the electronic 
level. In the circuit we found that C43 is 0.1uF instead of 1uF, so we change it to 
the proper value. Still the motor is too slow. After check and recheck mechanically 
and also the electronic parts, we came to the conclusion that there is some 
difference of the CH #11 from the rest of the actuators, so we change some 
parameters of the servo system, specifically the Tacho resistor from 11.5 to 22K. 
After this, the temporal gain start to show proper values, but with some currents 
differences and big jumps. To check that the electronics card is OK we put the 
control channel #10 to the actuator #11 and the wrong current values change to 
channel #10. So for us it is clear that the problem comes from the actuator #11 
chassis. The offending device can be mechanic, motor or tacho. A test time with 
the presence of a mechanic specialist must be arranged. 

 

 
ASM                                      Dimm                                                                                                        ASM                 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
 
 

3.6M HARPS 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

22.04 AMA Tip Tilt Table preparation. Powering and wiring of the GALIL Module spare unit  for 
software use. 

  M 

22.04 AMA Installation of the ISER 8 system at the software test bench.  
22.04-25.04 GIH, JFL, 

GLO, PSI and 
more 

ADC and Tip/Tilt installation: 

Reinstallation of ADC after its removal last week for repairing damaged gears. The 
gears were replaced in Mechanic Workshop and the ADC unit cleaned and 
realigned by Optics in Paranal. We reinstalled it and GLO attempted realignment in 
the sky that first night but proved unsuccessful. GLO finally made the alignment 
next morning directly on the unit. That night the tests on the sky showed the ADC 
was correctly aligned from the pipeline reductions, although there is still room for 
fine tuning. Next day (24), the complete ADC unit and flange was removed and 
taken to the Lab. in order to dismount the ADC unit and mount it under the new 
flange that supports the Tip/Tilt table for Fast Guiding (TT). The TT unit together 
with ADC was then installed over Harps CFA and connected. The TT Control box 
was also installed over the CFA structure with the corresponding cabling. After that 
all the units were tested locally and the CFA reinstalled at the cassegrain adapter. 

That night we detected a problem with the TT unit that prevented it to reach the 
upper mechanical limit in one of the actuators (2). Next morning we dismounted it 
again to investigate the problem and found that an insufficient air pressure was the 
cause.  The pressure was increased from 3 to 3.5 bar and the TT table started to 
work normally again. The TT is working Ok and we just need to get the software 
ready to begin the guiding correction tests. On the 29.04 Harps will return to 
normal observation so the TT table glass corrector needs to be removed to avoid 
any interference of the telescope beam. 

 

22.04 OVA, GSM Installation air line for TIP TILT table  
19-26.04.10 GES Daily control of telemetria  
 
3.6M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

19-26.04.10 GES, VAO Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 
 

2.2M WFI 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 



2.2M FEROS 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

22.04 PSI The problem of the pipeline producing wrong wavelength calibration was due to 
calibration lamp light intensity unbalance. It was not possible to find a good balance 
of the fibres by looking at the entrance fibre illumination since the angle of incidence 
was not the right one, making that one fibre did not get any light even with a good 
illumination. Finally, by changing the position of the lamp selection mirror, a good 
incidence angle was obtained making the light of the two fibres very well matched. 
However, this was obtained at the expense of good illumination, so the calibration 
exposures need a few seconds more of exposure time, but the pipeline produce 
good results. Next week I will attempt a better realignment by adjusting the 
entrance lens position so we can obtain the correct incidence angle at the position 
of max. Illumination. 

10198 

19-26.04.10 GES Daily control of telemetria   M 

2.2M GROND 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
2.2M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

23.04 AMA Flat field lamp burned, this phenomenon burned the Power Supply 10 Amp fuse. 
Both components were changed and system start to work properly. 

 

19-26.04.10 GES, VAO Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 
 
 
REM LN2 System/Telescope/Instrument REM 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

24.04.10 GES, VAO Change Dewards  
 
Schmidt QUEST Cam/Telescope/Dome/Hydraulics Schmidt 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

26.04 JVI, PSI Camera shutter stopped working yesterday. Investigation of the shutter controller 
showed that the shutter power supply (12V) was dead. A new power supply was 
installed. 

 

23-26.04.10 VAO Daily inspect to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

19-23.04.10 VAO, EVE, 
GAG, BAH 

Change first  wheel  dome support  ( Pos. 1)  

 
General NTCCD General 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
Site General Maintenance and Infrastructure Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

20.04.10 FVA IN - 1W - UPS - Power House - Heating Plant M6130065 
23.04.10 FVA, JCU Change of timer of lights NOB (second floor)   
 
Site Logistics / Safety / Security Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
 
Misc. Miscellaneous Misc. 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

19-26.04.10 VAO ,FVA, 
EVE, GES 

12 WO From Maximo Preventive Maintenance electric and mechanic M 

19-04.10 FVA, JCU Repair  water pipe,  Bedrooms 7  
21.04.10 BAH Crane operation for assembly supports it bases telescope TRAPPIST  
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List of Acronyms 



AGO: Andrés González TMES 
AMA: Agustin Macchino   TMES 
API: Aldo Pizarro  SUPP 
ASA: Ariel Sánchez DNOS 
BAH: Bernardo Ahumada TMES 
CSP: Christian Spille SAFETY 
EMA: Eduardo Matamoros DNOS 
EVE: Enrique Vera TMES 
FCA: Francisco Cáceres DNOS 
 

FLA: Francisco Labraña DNOS 
FOL: Francisco Olivares MEC 
FRO: Francisco Rodríguez MEC 
FVA: Francisco Valdivia TMES 
GIH: Gerardo Ihle 
GSM: Gerardo Smith TMES 
GHA: Gustavo Hahn DCS 
JDU: Javier Duk SLAS 
 

JFI: José Figueroa MEC 
JFL: Juan Fluxá TMES 
JPI: Juan Carlos Pineda MEC 
JUR: Josefina Urrutia SOF 
JVA: Javier Valenzuela   SUPP 
JVI: Jorge Vilaza   TMES 
ILO: Ignacio López TMES 
LGA: Leonardo Gallegos DNOS 
LRO: Luis Romero TMES 
 

LWE: Luis Wendegass TMES 
MCA: Mónica Castillo DNOS 
PIA: Andrés Pizarro SAFETY 
MPI: Manuel Pizarro DNOS 
PAR: Pablo Arias DNOS 
PLS: Paul Le Saux DNOS 
PSI: Peter Sinclaire  TMES 
PVE: Pablo Vergara MEC 
VAO: Oscar Varas TMES 

 


